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                         ABSTRACT

   The ratios of the differential cross sections, R == [da/d2(r+n--ze+n)l/[dald2
(r+p-rrO +p)] have been measured at the four pion c.m. angles of 700, 900, 1IOe and

1300 in the energy region between 300 MeV and 700 MeV. Two photons decayed
from the ze meson and the recoil nucleon have been detected in coincidence. The
results are analyzed basing on the recent pheRomenological partial wave analysis. The

isotensor amplitude is estimated to be less than 3O/. of the isovector amplitude at the
first resonance. In the region of the second resonance the results are consistent with

the recent phenomenological analyses. There is no enhancement of the cross section
for the reaction r+n--.vae+n due to the N(1470) (Pii) resonance.

I. Introduction

    In recent years the experirnents on the signle pion photoproduction in the
resonance region have been perforrned extensively. The experimental results
have been analyzed phenomenologically in terms of the resonance amplitudes.
These results were compared with the theoretical prediction frorn such as the quark
model. However, the experimental results for the single pion photoproduction are
still not so abundant and precise as compared to those of, for example, the n-IV
interactions.

   In terms of isospin amplitudes, the amplitudes of pion photoproduction are
decomposed as followsi•iO);

          3A(rp-->zOp)==3AO+A'+2A3-2V315A2, (1-la)
          3A(rn--> rrOn)= 3AO+A'+2A3+2V315 A2 , (i-lb)
          3/v'-"iii-A(rp--DFrr'n)=3Ae+A!-A3-i-V315A2, (1-lc)

          3!V-2-A(rn->rrMp) =3AO-Ai+A3+V3f5A2 , (1-ld)
where AO and Ai are the isoscalar and isovector amplitudes leading to the final
rrN states with I=112, respectively. A3 and A2 are the isovector and isotensor
amplitudes, leading to the final states with I==3!2 respectively. In order to inves-
tigate the behaviour of the resonance amplitudes in the isospin space, the informa-
tions on the photoproduction off nuetrons are necessary as well as those for pro-
tons. The experimental results of neutron target were not abundant because of
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the difliculty of the experiment by using the deuterium target. However, recently
a few experiments4)'5)'7)'8)'9)'ii)'25) by using the deuterium target have been performed

to study the details of the amplitudes in the isospin space.
   The possibility of the eXistence of the isotensor current, which are represented
by the forth terms in equation (1-1), was firstly suggested in •ReÅí 2. Sanda and
Shaw3) analyzed the experimental results to estimate the contribution of this
current in photo-excitation of the d(1236) resonance, which is known as `the dip
test'. They evaluated the difference between the total cross sections of the reac-
tions (1-ld) and (1-lc) in the energy, region of the A(1236) resonance;

          A'( M)=kC/qCIa,(rn. rr -p)-a,(rp->x"n)] , (1-2)

where ot represents the total cross section of each reaction. W, lcC and gC repre-
sent the total energy, photon and pion momentum in the c.m. system, respectively.
   If there is the isotensor current term in the amplitude of the first resonance,
d'(PV) will exhibit the dip or burnp behaviour because the sign ofA2 is opposite each
other for neutron and proton targets. In fact, according to the analysis by Sanda
and Shaw, the results of the earlier bubble chamber experiments4'5) for the reac•-
tion r+n.rr-•+p showed the dip structure in d'(W) as is shown in Fig. 1. Then
they concluded that the contribt}tion of the isotensor current to the photo-excitation

of the zi(1236) resonance amounted to be 20-30 O/. in the amplitude. The result
of the inyerse reaction rc-+p-->r+n6) also supported their conclusion.
   Recently, ABHHM') reanalyzed their data in detail with the deL}teron correc-

tion. Also recently counter experiments for the reactions (l-lc), (1-ld) have been
performed at INS8) and Bonn9). In these counter experiments, the positive and
negative pions off deuterons were detected with the same apparatus. Therefore,
the ratio rr-1rc" thus measured is expected to be almost free from the deuteron cor-
rections. According to these results the dip of d'(PY) disappeared.
   The dip of the difference A'(PV), which was exhibited fu'st by Sanda and Shaw,
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was not so large and about l!6 of the total cross section ot(r+n--->rr-+p) or
at(r+p-->rcÅÄ+n). Moreover, the extraction of the cross section for neurtrons from
the experiment using the deuterium target is not straightforward.
    On the other hand, the experiment for the reaction r+n->nO+n is very sen-
sitive to test the existeRce of the isotensor current, because in this reaction the ele-

ctric Born terms vanish and the resonance amplitude is dominant. Furthermore,
as is seen from equations (1-la)-(1-ld), for the zO production the I =312 terms
are enhanced relative to the I :1!2 terms compared to the charged pion production.
Then if the amplitude of the A(1236) resonance for the neutron target decreases to
O.7 of that for the proton target due to the isotensor term, the total cross section of

the reaction r+n-e-rrO+n at 340 MeV is expected to be O.51iO) times smaller than
that of the case without the isotensor terfi;. The differential cross sections are
also expected to decrease by about the same amount, because that the A(l236)
ampiltude is dominant in this energy region.
    The experimental informations on the reaction r+n--evrrO+n at higher energies
are also useful to determine the isoscalar amplitude. In the second resonance
region, the I==I12 resonances sz}ch as N(1470) (P,,), N(l535) (S,,) and N(1520) (Di3)

play an irnportant role. These l== 112 resonances can be photo-excited through
the isovector and isoscalar amplitudes. Although there have been a few experi-
mentsii)'25) in this energy region, more experimental informations are needed.
    In order to clarify the contribution of the isotensor current at the A(1236)
resonance region, and to obtain fLtrther informations on the isoscalar current at

the second resonance region, we have measured the differential cross section of
the reactions r+n--->rrO+n and r+p.zO+p by using the deuterium target•at
the same time in the plaotoR energy region from 300 MeV to 700 MeV and at the

c.m. angles of 700, 900, llOO and l3eO. v
    The experiment has been performed by detecting both of decayed pliotons from
the zO meson and the recoil nucleon in coincidence. The details of the detection
system are described in section II.
   The results on the ratio R = [dald9(r+n-)rrO+n)]1[dold2(r+p--->rrO-Yp)] are

described and discussed in section V. '

IL Experimentalequipments

II-1 Gener,al description

   The bremsstrahlung beam from the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron at the In-
stitute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, was incident on the liquid deu-
terium target. The four momentum vectors of both the zO meson and the recoil
nucleon were measured, since the target nucleon is moving in the deuteron. The
schematic layout of the experimental apparatus is presented in Fig. 2. The basic
detection system is similar to that of Ref. 11. However some improvements were
made on the rrO detector. The zae meson was detected with a pair of r detectors.

The recoil nucleon was detected with a plastic scintillation hodoscope and with
thin plastic scintillators which was set in front of the hodoscope to identify the

charge of the nucleon. The momentum of the nucleon was measured with the
time of flight method (TOF).
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    Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the apparatus. The calibration systems for the nucleon
           hodoscope and the r detector are also shown.

ll-2 Beam and target

    The bremsstrahlung beam produced at the platinum radiator of 50 ptm in thick-
ness in the synchrotron was shaped by a double collimation system. The beam was
collimated with the first lead collimator of 5 mm in diameter, and passed through
a sweep magnet. A halo around the beam was removed with the second collimator
of 12 mm in diameter. Another sweep magnet was set at the down stream of the
second collimator. The profile of the beam was 25 mm in diameter at the target
position.

    The container of liquid deuterium or hydrogen was a cylindrical shape of 10.8
cm in length along the beam axis and 4 cm in diaineter, and was made of Mylar.
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                     Ftoor
Experimental setup viewed from the up-stream of the bremsstrahlung beam.
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The thickness of the side wall of the container was 125 ,ctm and that of the beam
windows was 75ptm. A vacuum chamber had Mylar windows of 250ptm in thick-
ness. Especially in the direction of the photons decayed from the nO meson, the
window was large enough to pass the photon from the nO meson having an opening
angle of Å}410 with respect to the horizontal plane, as is shown in Fig. 3. This
target system utilizes a small mechanical refrigeratori2) to liquify the gas and to
maintain it in the target container.
    The intensity of the bremsstrahlung beam was monitored with a thick-walied
ionization chamber throughout the experiment.

II-3 wO detection

    Both of two photons decayed from the nO meson were detected with a pair of
r detecÅíors. Each r detector consisted of a LiH hardener, a veto counter, a lead
converter of 5.0 mm in thickness, an x-y plastic scintillation hodoscope and a lead
glass Cherenkov counter of total absorption type. These r detectors were set
symmetrically about the horizontal plane to get a good angular resolution for the
rrO meson. The zO detector was set on a rotatable platform. Each r detector
was drived up- and downwards by a motor. The opening angle between two r
detectors, IP', was set to be equal to the minimum correlation angle (i.e. the angle
of symmetrical decay) depending on the nO energy. The minimum correlation angle
is defined as follows;

          sin -l; == z:C. , (2.1)
where pt and to. represent the mass and the energy of the nO meson, respectively.

a) Cherenkovcounteri3)
    The total absorption Cherenkov counter was made of SF-2 lead glass' of 25 cm
cube (8.8 radiation lengths). In the present experiment, it was necessary to detect
low energy photons of 50 MeV. The number of photomultipliers (RCA 6655A),
which were optically contacted with the lead glass by silicon rubber, was originally
9 in the previous experiment and increased to 16 for this experiment. The thick-
ness of the lead converter was decreased to about l radiation length from 2 radia-
tion lengths. The linearity and energy resolution of the Cherenkov counters were
measured with the electron beam which was analyzed by a magnet, as is shown in
Fig. 2. The results are shown in Fig, 4. The energy dependence of the resolution
was found to be expressed by

          dEvlE7=4.581VEy-30.0 (FWHM), (2-2)
where Ev denotes the energy of the incident photon in the unit of MeV.

b) x-y hodoscope and the veto counter
    The photons decayed from the rrO meson were converted to eiectrons and pos-
itrons by the lead converters. Then the incident positions of the photons were
observed by the scintillation hodoscope which was'set behind the lead converter,
The hodoscope limitted the area of the incident position within 20Å~21 cm2 to eli-
minate the events oceured at the edge of the lead glass. As is shown in Fig. 3, the
hodoscope consisted of two layers of Pilot Y scintillators of 1!4 inch in thickness.
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The vertical hodoscope (.v) was made of 11 counters viewed by XP 1IIO photo-
multipliers, which was mounted to overlap so as to provide 21 bins of 1 cm in width
ftc nd 20 cm in height. The horizontal hodoscope (y) was made of 3 counters yiewed
by RCA 6655A photomultipliers to provide 5 bins of 4 cm in width and 21 cm in
height.

   The veto counters consisted ofa pair of Pilot Yscintillators of 114 inch in thick-

ness viewed by RCA 6655A photomultipliers.
   Litbium hydride (LiH) absorbers were placed in front of the veto counters to
absorb low energy photons. The thickness of this absorber was O.1-O.2 radiation
lengths.

II-4 Nucleon detection

a) Nucleon hocloscope
   We detected protons and neutron,s at the same time with a plastic scintillation
hodoscope consisting of 16 modules, each of which had an' aperture of 10Å~ 10 cm2
and a length of 20 cm and viewed by an RCA 6655A photomultiplier through a Luc-
ite light guide. The gain of' each module was calibrated by the proton at a few
energies by using the magnetic analyzer system as is shown in Fig. 2. The proton
was separated from the n' meson by dEld.x in Sl-S4 counters and by TOF between
Sl and S3 counters.
   By using the hydrogen target, the detection efllciency of the nucleon hodos-
cope for neutrons was measured by detecting the recoil neutron from the reaction
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r+p-rc-"+Ji. In order to determine the kinetic energy of the neutrons the four
momentum vectors of n" mesons were measured by using the magnetic analyzer
system used in the proton detection Fig. 2. The proton was rejected by an absorber
and TOF between Sl and S3 counters. Then the detection eMciency for the neu-
tron, op,, was obtained by the following coincidence ratio;

             N(n • rr")                    , (2-3)          ?7n =             g• N(z")

where N(rr") represents the yield of the n" meson and N(n.rr") represents the num-
ber of the coincidence between the zÅÄ meson and the neutron. The parameter
g represents the g.eometrical detection efficiency for the ne"tron tagged by the rr"

meson and was calculated to be 1.00-O.97 by a Monte Carlo simulation. The
results of the detection ethciency in the kinetic energy region between 30 MeV and
200 MeV for three bias sets are shown in Fig. 5. The measurement of reaction
r+n---e•rrO+n has been performed with 10 and 15 MeV bias sets.
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    Fig. 5. Detec{ion eMciencies ofthe iiuc}eon hodoscope for neutrons versus the neutron
          kinetic energy. The measured valL}es for three cases in which the bias of the
          nucleon liodoscope was set at 5 MeV, 10 MeV and I5 MeV in terms of the
          proton kinetic eRergy are indicated witli the opeR circles, closed circles and
          closed squares, respectiveiy.

b) Tl?in plastie seintillator

   In front of the nucleon hodoscope a pair of thin plastic scintillation counters
were set to distinguish between tke proton and the neutron. Each counter was
made of 3 mm thick Pilot Y scintillator having tke dimension of 21 cm Å~ 42 cm and
viewed by 56 AVP photomultipliers from both ends.
   The inethciency of these counters for the proton plays an irnportant role
to determine the ratio R==Idg!d2(r+n-rrO+n)]f[da!clLO.(r+p->rrO+p)]. The
ineMciency was evaluated by two different ways. At first the ineMciency was rnea-
sured by detecting momentum analyzed protons with the same system as described
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in sub-section IV-2--a). Secondly when the coincidence was occured between the
nucleon hodoscope and the rrO detector in the hydrogen target run, the ineMciency
was reduced from the false events rate in which the proton was recorded as the
neutron. The ineMciency thus evaluated was

          rpineff. "" O•45Å}O.040/. ,

and was taken into the data reduction.
   In data taking runs in which the nucleon hodoscope was placed close to the
photon beam, a lead absorber of 1-6 mm in thickness was set to reduce the low
energy background.
   The momentum of the nucleon was obtained from TOF by using the photon
signal from one of' the r detectors as the start pulse and the nucleon signal as the
stop pulse. The TOF resolution of 1 ns (FWHM) was achieved by utilizing the pulse
height compensation method.

-

9

Fig. 6. Bloek diagram of the electronics. Att.: attenuator; V.D.: variable delay;
DIS: discriminator; F.I.: fan-in circuit; ADD: adder; AMP: amplifier; OR:
or circuit; COIN: coincidence circuit; L.G.: linear gate; LIM: limitter; INV:
inverter; Strob: strobed coincideRce circuit; TPC: time to pulse height con-
yerter; ADC: analog to digital converter; S. Add.: slow adder.
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ll-5 Electronics

    The block diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 6. A photon signal was
produced when the coincidence between C, HX, llY and V was occured, wheer
C, HX, HY and Y denote the signals from the Cherenkov counter, x-, y--hodoscope
and the veto counter as anti-coincidence, respectively. The rrO signal was obtained
from the coincidence between two photon signals. The nucieon signal was pro-
duced from the nucleon hodoscope and the thin plastic scintillator. Finally the
master signal was produced from the coincidence between the zO signal and the
nucleon signal.

    The on-line data taking system used in the present experiment is shown in
Fig. 7. The OKITAC-4300 data processor was placed near the experimental area.

DETECTORS

INTERFACE

E

DRUM

OKITAC-4300

I
.S L. ,.- ';.,

DISPLAY

l

TOSBAC'- 40

LP

DISPLAY

TOSBAC-3400

MT

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the on-line system.

This processor was used for storing and monitoring of the raw data. The distribu-
tion of the events in the hodoscope, the pulse height distributions of the Cherenkov

counter and the nucleon hodoscope and TOF distributions were monitored on the
display unit. The stored data were transfered to the central computer at INS,
TOSBAC-3400, and were processed. Then the kinematically processed distri-
butions such as of the photon energy and the rrO mass were displayed with the
TOSBAC-40B processor.
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III. Experimental procedure

llI-1 Datataking
      't t t t tt' The set up parameters of the nucleon hodoscope and the rcO detector were cho-

sen to have the maximum efficiency under the assumption that the target nucleon
was at rest in the laboratory system as in Table I. The distance between the nuc-
leon hodoscope and the target was chosen to be 2-3 m according to the energy of
the nucleon to retain good TOF resolutions.

Tablel. SetupParameters

Cherenkov Nucleon

Mev-e Lff e. Y/2 LN eN

750-90-D
570-90-D
420-90-D
300-90-D
570-110-D
450-110-D
350-11e-D
570-130-D
450-l30-D
375-130-D
570-70-D
420-70-D
320-70-D
570-90-H
420-90-H
300-90-H

138.8 cm
120.8
110.9
98.0
94.4

100.9
 95.7
105.3
105.7
98.0

129.9
117.0
I03.0
l20.9
121.1
98.0

 63.oe
 67.7
71.1
71.0

 86.4
 89.7
 91.6
108.3
111.6
113.2
 51.5
 53.7
 52.3
 67.7
 71.1
71.0

14.go
l8.9
24.4
32.5
21.5
25.7
31.2
24.5
28.7
32.5
l6.9

22.2
28.3
18.9
24.4
32.5

304.4 cm
305.0
3o4.4

235.3
263.0
263.0
263.0
283.8
283.8
283.8
274.7

•274.7

274.7
305.0
305.0
235.7

41.oo
40.9
40.9
41.0
31.9
31.9
31.9
23.0
23.0
23.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
41.0
41.0
41.1

Setup 750-90-D, for example, means that the photon energy in the target at rest system,
lc"t, and the c.ni. angle of tke ze meson, ek, are equal to 750 MeV and 90e, respectively,
and the target used is liquid deuterium.
LM and Liv: the distance projected to the horizoRtal plane between the center of the
target and the front surface of the hodoscope of the zO detector and that of the nucleon
hodoscope, respectively.
e. and e.tv : the angles of the reO detector and the nucleon liodoscope with respect to the
direction of the incideiat bremsstrahlung, respectiveiy.
ur: the opening angle of two r detectors of the zO detector.

    When the master signal was produced, the analog informations obtained from
both Cherenkov counters, the nucleon hodoscope and TOF, and the digital in-
formations from the x-y and the nucleon hodoscope and the thin plastic sintillator
were stored into core memories of the OKITAC-4300 data processor. When I06
events were stored, they were transfered to the drum of 32k words. At the s.ame
time thÅëy were transferred to the central computer TOSBAC-3400 through the
TOSBAC-40B data processor and were processed. At the end of the run, all data
were recorded on a magnetic tape of the central computer and we.re also punched
out on a paper tape with the OKITAC-4300 data processor.
    The stability of each detector was monltored by counting the single and coin-
cidence rates for every run using scalers and the data processor.
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Ill-2 Address reductien of the hedescope

   The address of the x-pt hodoscope of the r detector cotresopnded to 21 (x) Å~
5(y) channels, which are divided from l1 Å~3 counters of the overlap type. Because
of the lateral spread of showers in the lead converter, adjacent few counters were
fired frequently. The inaximum number of the fired counters allowed in the address
reduction was 4 and 2 for x and y directions, respectively. The address was defined
as their center. The channel distributions of the events are shown in Fig. 8. The
numbers of events recorded in the overlapped channels were higher than that of
the non-overlapped channels due to the sliower spread.
   Adjacent f6w counters of the nucleon hodoscope were also fired frequently.
The incident position of the nucleon was determined for the events which fired the
hodoscope with the sarae pattern shown in Fig. 9. The multi-fired events rates for

Fig. 8.
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Patterns of good-fired events of the nucleon hodoscope. The incident .position
of the nucleon was determined for the events which showed the same patterns

as in this figure. ' '' ' ' •
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    Fig. 10. Event distributions of the neutron hodoscope of the deuterium and tlie
           hydrogen target run for the 420 MeV-90O setups.

neutrons and protons were 5-30 Y, and 5-l8 % of the single fired events rates,
respectively. A typical distribution of the incident position for protons is shown
in Fig. 10. The distribution of the production angle of the proton from the deuter-
ium target is spread over wider angular range than that of the proton from the
hydrogen target due to the Fermi motion of the nucleon.

IV. Datareduction

    The data stored on the magnetic tape were processed as the following pro-
cedure using the TOSBAC-3400 cornputer.
    a) selection of the true events
    b) kinematical reconstruction of the events
    c) reduction of the ratio R
    d) corrections

IV-1 Selectien of the true eyents

   The mass of the rrO meson, ge, for each event is calculated from the stored data

by using the following equation;
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pa2 =2k,•k,•(1-cos V) , (4-1)

where k2, lc2 are the observed photon energies by the lead glass Cherenkov counters,
ur is the opening angle between two photons which was reduced from the address
of the x-y hodoscope of the r detector. The mass distribution of the rrO meson
thus obtained is shown in Fig. Il-b. The events in the low energy tail of the mass
distribution were cut off as shown in Fig. Il-b.
    The distribution of TOF between the r detector and the nucleon hodoscope
shows a peak. The events under the peak were selected as good events, as is shown
in Fig. 11-a. The amount of the accidental coincidence events was estimated from
the smooth background distribution at the both sides of the peak in the TOF dis-
tribution. The amounts of the background were estimated to be 2-l5O/. and
8-30 O/. for the events which correspond to the reactions r+p->nO+p and r+n---b•
rrO +n for the deuteron target run, respectively.
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a) TOF distribution, and b) zaO mass distribution calcurated from the equation
(4-1) for the 420 MeV-90e-D setup. The upper and Iower figures represent
the event djstributions from the reactions r+n -eFnO+n and r+p-ze+p,
respectively. The shaded events of the TOF distributioR correspond to the
events having the rre mass of above the cut off energy. The shaded events
of the nO mass distribution correspond to the events lying in the aoceptable
region of TOF channels.

IV-2 Kinematicalreconstruction

   The four momentum vector of the ruO meson for each event were evaluated
from the measured photon energies and decay angles with the following wayi`) which
is the improvement of Tau's methodi5).
   Among the measured quantities there should be the following relation;
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k,.k,-
2

pa

          .2(l -cos IY')
(4n2)

In the present experiment the accuracy of the measgrement on the opening angle
ll", is better than that of the photon energies lci. Therefore, the righthand side of
the equation (42), which is named as A, can be evaluated more accurately than
the lefthand side of the equation. The most probable pltoton energies (ki', ki)
should be on tlie hyperbola;

lclt. Ic2' :A . (4-3)

Assufning that the measured photon energies (lc,, k2) distribute around the most
probable photon energies (k,', lc2') following the Gaussian distribution, (lci', k2') can

be obtained by minimizing the following quantity;
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Fig. I2. Event distributions for the 420 MeV-900-D setup. a), b) pulse heights dis{ri-
butions of a pair of Cherenkov counters. c) the distribution of th.e energy
of tke nO meson obtained by adding the energies of two photons; lcA{-1(B.
d) the distribution of the energy of the rre meson reconsteructed by usiRg the
metkod described in section IV-2. e), f) the distributions of the production
aRd azimuthal angles of the ze meson. g), h) the pulse height distributions of
the Rucleon hodoscope for the neutron and the proton, respectively. The
sliaded events in the proton distribution shows the backgrotmd.
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          r2 ur. (lci' nv lci)2 ..l- (k2'-lc2)2 ,

             (a(kit))2                      (a(k2'))2

where a(lci') denotes the deviation for the photon energy.
Chernkov counter is approximated as follows;

          a(lci') == clVki ,

where c denotes a constant,
From these equations, (lc,', k,') is giveii as follows;

The

(4-4)

deviation for

          k,'- ivi:llf;i • A ,

          ki --V:IZ•ii • A •

The most probable photon energies lci', k2' were calculated for each

above equations. The resolution of the nO energy was estimated
(FWHM) by the Monte Carlo simulation.

                                            e                               F}G,13 420-90-D

(4-5)

(4-6a)

(4-6b)
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   The distributions such as the pulse height of the Cherenkov counter and the
energy and the production angle of the rrO meson were shown in Fig. 12.
   The energy of the nueleon was evaluated from TOF as described previously.
The pulse height distributions of the nucleon hodoscope and the correlation between
the kinetic energy and the pulse heiglat of the nucleon hodoscope are shown in

Fig. 12-g, 12-h and 13, respectively. '
   Finally, the initial photon energy in the target at rest system, lc,R, and the xO

c.m. angle, 02, were obtained by the following equations under the assumption
that the target nucleon was free in the deuteron;

         kvR -- Jlti7 (te'E2 -a' P2 +{S2L), ' (4-7)

         cos ea=:iY, ((e•coso,,- to)k/, + cac], (4-s)

where (q, ca), (P2, E2) and (k, lc) represent the four momentum yector of the rrO
meson, the recoil nucleon and the initial photon in the laboratory system, respec-
tively. m and pt represent the rest mass of the nucleon and the zO meson, respectively.

izuai

200

IOO

x
 xxx

Hulth>n w.f.

Fig. 14.

    : iNmkOLO NucLEoN M280MENTEIgk(Mevic)

Momentum distribution of tlie initial nucieon for tlie 420 MeV-900-D setup.
The solid curve is the calculated value from the Huithen wave function.
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Fig.15
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    Fig. 15. Directional distribution of the initial nt}cleon for the 420 MeV-900-D settip.
           ei and dii denote the polar and azimuthal angles of the initial nucleon, respec-
           tive!y.

0. denotes the production angle of the rrO meson in the laboratory system. Var-
iables with a suMx e represent the quantities at the c.m. system.
   The momentum, pi, and the direction, (cos ei, Åëi), of the initial target fiucleon
were also obtained and are shown in Fig. I4 and 15. Since the rrO and the nucleon
detector were set under the assumption of the two body kinematics in the target at
rest system, the higher momentum component of the initial nucleons is detected
with a small eMciency when we compared the momentum distributioA to that ex-
pected from the Hulthen wave function. Also tlae angular distribution shows that
the initial nucleons moving in the two directions were detected with a large eM-

clency.

IV-3 Reduction of tke ratio R

   IR the present experiment, as the neutron and the proton were detected by the
same detectors, the geometrical detection eMciency for both reactions are identical
because of the negligibly small mass difference between the neutron and the proton.
Taking into account the nucleon detection eMciency in the Rucleon hodoscope,
the ratio between the experimental yield corresponding to the reaction r+n-e-zO+
n and r+p->rcO+p can be reduced accurately.
   To get the ratio R from the experimental data, it is necessary that the following

equation can hold;
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              dO (r+nf,..-> rro+n) da                                    (r +nbou.d -> zO + n)
             d2                                 d2          R=dd'l (r +pfree -mnt' rro+p) -ww ddS (r+p,...,-no+)) ' (4-9)

The correction on the cross section due te the Pauli exclusion principle and Cou-
lomb scattering which appear in the charged pion production do not exist for the
zO production. However, 'the interference effect' between the spectator nucleon
and the target nucleon and the effect due to the multiple scattering might exist.
In the z- production measurements with the bubble chamber7), the interference
effect was estimated to be large for the initial nucleon having the high momentum
and small for the low moment"m, and amounted to be about 5 %. jn average. Since
in the present experiment the initial nucleon having high momentum was detected
with the small efliciency as seen in Fig, l4, the interference effect was estimated to

be negligibly small.

IV-4 Correction te the data

   The background events due to the accidental coincidence were subtracte(l as
diseussed in section IV-1. The empty target yield amounted to be less than 12 %

and was also subtracted. '
    A few events which were not rejected by the criterions on the informations of
TOF and Cherenkov pz}lse heights, were rejected because many counters in the
x-y hodoscopes of the r detectors and the nucleon hodoscope were fired. These
events were considered to be good events. The errors dtie to this sort of corrections
were O.6-3 O/. and O.4-2 O/, for the x-y and the nucleon hodoscopes, respectively.
   The rate of the accidental coincidence of the veto counters of the r detectors
was estirRated to be less than 1O/, and was negligibly small.
   The detection loss for the low energy protons were appreciable at the runs in
the region of the low pboton energy and ae the forward c.m. angles of the Te meson.

The loss amounted to be 8O/, and 26 O/. at the 335 MeV bin at 900 and 335 MeV
bin at 700, respectively.

   The background from the double pion production may contribute in the pho-
ton energy region above about 45e MeV. Then the top energy of the synchrotron
was set about 200 MeV higher than the central energy of the acceptance of the
detection system. With this condition the background from the double pion pro-
duction was estimated to be negligibly small.

V. Results and discNssions

V-1 Experimentalresults

   The results on the ratio R were obtained froin the data of 13 setups of Table
I. The present detection system accepted the events in the rather wide photon
energy region of 150 MeV to 400 MeV in width. The energy and angular resol-
ution of our detection system were estimated from the Monte Carlo simulationi6)
and amounted to be 20-40 MeV in kvR and 3--40 in 0E (FWHM). The events
in the tails of the acceptance of lcyR were nQt included in the final results because

of the poor statistics and the inaccuracy of the background subtraction. For each
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       Table II. Measured values of the ratio R

kl" (MeV) ec. (deg.) RE nenfnOp

iiilSiiiili iliiix'.111illilii ilLi/s'illiiill'illilill,ill,

The symbols kyR and ek deRote the initial photon energy in the target rest systern and the
c.m. angle of the rre meson, respectively. The errors included are statistical only.
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    500 700 Ex(MeV) 300 500 700Es<MeV)
Resutts of the ratio R=cr[dald2(r+n->ne-i-n)]1[dold9(r+p-b•xO+p)]. The
closed circles, open circles and trl-angulars represent the results of the preseRt
experiment, Ref. Ii and Ref. 25, respectively. The solid, dashed and dotted
curves are calcglated using the Walker (Ref. 17), M-O-R (Ref. 19) and M-W
(ReÅí 18) amplitudes, respectiveiy. The dash-dotted curve is calculated
assuming x= -O.3 in the equation (5-1) and using the M-W amplitude.

setup, the ratios between the numbers of the event corresponding to the reaction
r+n->rrO+n an(l r+p.rrO+p were evaluated at 4-7 energy intervais which were
sliglttly wider than the energy resolution of the detector.

   The ratios which were obtained from different setups and were in the same re-
gion of lc,R and e#, were averaged with their weights. The results are tabulated in

Table II and shown in Fig. 16.
   The present results are consistent with the res"lts ic t INSii) within the exper-
imentac1 error, however the results at Frascati25) at forward angles are higher than

the present results. The ratios are about unity arround the A(1236) resonance.

V-2 Discussions

   The predictions calct}lated by using the amplitudes given by Walkeri7), Met-
calf and Walker (M-W)'8) and Moorhouse et al. (M-O-R)i9), are shown in Fig. I6.
   In the d(l236) resonance region, the magnetic dipole amplitude, 3Mi+, in
the CGLN2') notation is known to be dominant from phenomenolo.aical analy-
ses22). Then to investigate the contribution of the isotensor current on the ratio
R=[dald,S2(r{-n->zO-Yn)]1[dald`S?(r+p--> rrO+p)], we introduced the parameter x
as in ReÅí 3 and 10;

3M lt+ =(1+x).3M{J+, (5-1)
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where n and p represent the neutron and proton target respectively. Assuming x
to be -O.3 as suggested by recent analyses3)'iO), the ratios were calculated using the

amplitude given by M-W analysis and are also shown in Fig. 16. Apparently the
ratios decrease to about O.5 and are not consistent with the present results. The
z2 fit has been performed on x by using the amplitudes of the M-W analysis. The
result is

         x=-O.065Å}O.072, (5-2)
with z21F=1.02. The result shows that the isotensor current do not contribute
to be li(1236) resonance. The results obtained at Daresbury23) and Frascati24)
are in good agreement with the present result in the energy region of the A(1236)
resonance. The amplitudes given by Walker, M-W and M-O-R are not so different
each other in the A(1236) resonance region. Therefore, the present result (5-2)
obtained by using the aiinplitude of the M-W analysis is considered to be rather
model independent.
   In the second resonance region, there are differences on the ratio R between
the old analysis by Walker and the recent analyses by M-W and M-O-R, as shown
in Fig. 16. In the Walker's analysis, the isoscalar amplitude and the helicity 1!2
amplitude of thp. N(1520) (D,3) resonance are small. In recent analyses, the large
isoscalar amplitude which is nearly 2e O/, of the helicity 312 part of the N(1520)
resonance are used. The amplitude gf the helicity l12 is about one ltalf of the
helicity 3/2 for the neutron target. The above difference is remarkable at 700 and
900 as is shown in Fig. 16. The present results are consistent with the recent an-
alyses. A parameter fitting to the results above 440 MeV was made by varing the
resonance peak parameters for A2-- B2m, A2", B2+, A3m and B3m based on tlie M-PY
analysis without changing the parameter for the A(1236) resonance. The results
are tabulated in Tabie III.

                     Tablelll. ResonanceAmplitudes

fit value M-Wis) Walkeri7)

Res. W(MeV) (rroll) (rron) (vaOp) (zOn) (Xop)

il
'i i510

1510
1650
l650
1690
i690

-O.390 -O.371
 O.807 O.764
-O.067 -O.O14
-O.060 -O.021
 O.04,i O.035
 O.029 O.OOO
 (in unit of (ptb)i12)

 O.035
 1.068
 O.035
-O.IOO
 O.035
 O.396

-O.OOI
 O.820

-O.100

O.354

O.140
O.940

-O.IOO

O.425

    The best fit values were obtained by yaring the resonance peak amplitucles correspondiRg
    to the reaction r+n-zO+n (zaen) with z2!F==1.88. The values of M-W and Walker
    analyses are also presented.

   In the N(1470) (Pii) resonance region, the ratio R obtained at Frascati25) is
larger than the present result. They suggested that there is enhancement on the
neutron cross section due to the AX(l470) resonance. In the present experiment
the nucleon and both of two photons decayed from the rcO meson were detected.
On the otherhand the Frascati group detected the nucleon and only one photon
from the zO meson.
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   The conclusions of the present experiment are summarized as follows. The
isotensor amplitude is less than 3 O/. of the isovector amplitude at the A(l236)
resonance. In the second resonance region the result is consistent with the recent
phenomenological analyses by M-W and M-O-R. There is no enhancement of
the cross section for the reaction r+n-rce+n due to the.N(1470) resonance.
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